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Week 6: Ball Handling and Footwork (20-30 minutes) 
 

Guidelines 
 Remember to watch the instructional videos provided for each drill (click the title of the drill) 

 If you have questions about the session please use the WhatsApp messenger or Zoom Meetings 

 Print this session plan or keep it open on your phone/tablet to refer back to during the session 
 

Glossary of Terms 
 Dribbling: The act of bouncing the ball in to the ground repeatedly enabling you to move freely 

around the court 

 “Dogs Paw”: Relaxed finger tips and wrist, timing the movement to absorb impact of the ball and 
gently push the ball back towards the ground 

 “Sit on an imaginary toilet/chair”: A fun and simple way to get a players to “sit” in to an “athletic 
stance” 

 “Triple Threat”: A position similar to “athletic stance” but holding the ball at your hip on the 
same side of your preferred hand ready to shoot, dribble or pass 

 “Core Muscles”: Muscles of your torso (abdominals, obliques, hip flexors, glutes, lower back), 
important for balance and stability in athletic movements 

 
Focus Points and Objectives 

 Create a fun learning environment for the kids 

 Get kids active, outside and enjoying sport 

 Build children’s knowledge of basketball 

 Start to teach the fundamentals of ball handling and footwork 

 

Warm Up 5 minutes 
High Knees X 10m, Run Backwards X 10m, Lateral Sideways March X 10m each leg, 1 Foot Hop X 10m, 2 
Foot Hop X 10m 

 

Stationary Dribbling (Low, Middle, High) 5-10 minutes 
Equipment: Basketball and 2m X 2m space 
 
Purpose: To build on the fundamentals of dribbling a 
basketball 

Coach 
It is important to teach the players to use their 
fingertips, develop both hands equally and work 
on dribbling in their free time as well. It’s also 
important to get players in to a proper athletic 
stance, knees and hips bent like a “seated” 
position 
 
Cues 

 “Dogs Paw” 

 “Sit on an imaginary chair”  

Setup 

 The player should start in an “athletic stance” 
facing the coach/parent 

 Have the player complete stationary 
dribbling on both hands 

 30 X low dribbles, 30 X middle dribbles, 30 
high dribbles on each hand 

Challenge 

 Have the player count how quickly they can complete each type of dribble in each hand 

 If you are able to be present for the session start to use your hands to signal numbers that they 
need to call out while keeping control of their dribble 

 
  

https://youtu.be/71Mwch0hJXg
https://youtu.be/qBkSOtWQe4o
https://youtu.be/MLaayKKMCLY
https://youtu.be/UY1Z4bKUZRU


Dribble Balance Drill 5 minutes 
Equipment: Basketball, 4m X 4m space 
 
Purpose: To introduce the fundamentals of a 
crossover while working on balance and our push off 

Coach 
Encourage the player to focus on one spot on the 
ground in front of them if they are having 
trouble balancing 
 
Cues 

 “Core muscles” 

Setup 

 The player should start on a line or in line 
with a cone standing on their right foot 

 They will begin by dribbling the ball while 
balancing on one leg 

 The player then swap legs and repeat 

Challenge 

 If they are able to complete this dribble consistently without losing control of the ball or losing 
balance you could add in a crossover move 

 You could also have the player respond to you calling out which side to dribble on to test their 
reactive skills or hold up fingers again to have them call out numbers 

 

Cone Dribbling Drill 5 minutes 
Equipment: Basketball, 4 cones and 4m X 2m space 
 
Purpose: To challenge the players ball control and 
footwork 

Coach 
Have the players keep their eyes up during this 
game and challenge them to come to a stop 
without travelling at the end, alternatively if you 
have a hoop you could set the cones up leading 
to the hoop and have them shoot at the end. 
 
Cues 

 “Dogs Paw” 

Setup 

 Set up your 4 cones about 2m apart in a 
straight line to begin with (have them leading 
up to a hoop if you have one) 

 Have the player start behind the end cone 
furthest from the hoop 

 The player should then dribble at and around 
each of the cones simulating them dribbling 
around a defender 

Challenge 

 Challenge them to cross over and change hands when they change directions and go around the 
cones 

 You could also have the player use a combination of dribble moves if they are confident in doing 
so eg. Crossover, then between the legs to go around the cone 

 If you have a hoop, they can practice their lay-ups or two foot stop (jump stop) to shoot at the 
end of the cones 

 
  

https://youtu.be/I768xjquFzk
https://youtu.be/1Sp_dQorGvA


Warm Down and Review 5 minutes 
Warm Down 

 Shoot 5 free throws 

 Static stretches (lightly hold 5 seconds each leg): calf, quadriceps (front thigh), hamstrings 

 
Review and Goal Setting 

 Did you have fun? What was your favourite game? 

 Can you remember one important point about the technique of dribbling a basketball? 

 


